
Construction leadership 

 

The event started with Sarah Phoenix (Networks Communications Officer) reminding the 

branch of the East Anglian branch website. Sarah reminded people that if they wished to 

volunteer, the committee would be grateful to receive offers of interest!  

 

Tudor Smith then reminded the branch of the June event "Mind, Body and Sole" and talked 

about the exciting line up of topics and speakers organised for the event. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

John Lacey "health and safety leadership challenges" 

 

John Lacey is a very experienced health and safety professional, having over 40 years 

experience within industry, spanning civils, highways and consultancy. 

 

John was previously chair of various IOSH groups and a proud past president of the 

Institution. 

 

John started by asking "What does health and safety mean to you?" 

The branch responded with their thoughts; 

“needs managing” 

“absence of harm” 

“ having a good safety culture” 

 

John agreed and concluded, "Simply, we don't want people harmed". 

 

John explored the feedback he received when he asked the same question a number of years 

ago, Safety means "No worries mate" - because that's what safety should be...our people 

aren't harming themselves or being harmed back at work.  



 

John explored the various management systems organisations use, and talked about the 

changing approach to company systems he could see on the horizon. 

 

“ISO 45001 talks about leadership and how we must engage with our leaders to make it 

work”. 

 

John went discussed the construction industry specifically, and how under CDM projects 

often each role makes a person a leader at one time or another; 

 

Competence was a key theme, from the client, all the way to the Supply Chain Leaders. 

 

John explained ”We must assess people to be sure they meet our expectations, but be 

proportionate”.  

 

It was discussed that commonly, organisations undertake rigorous checks against other 

organisations, however "individuals" often get overlooked.  

 

- duty holders 

Principal designers role can be effective here. 

 

Mr Lacey presented ideas about how organisations might utilise “opportunities to get it right” 

by engaging with each person throughout the project. 

 

Stress and pressure was discussed as being a problem sometimes, particularly for site 

managers who often have some many elements to manage, not just safety.  

 

John asked, “How do we ease pressure?” Culture change was seen as an important aspect- 

"the way we typically do it around here....now”. 

 

 

How do we create the right culture? 

- Company values 

- behavioural programmes (conscious and non conscious) 

- company and individual knowledge that we can use 

- documented management 

 

 

John went on to explain what he considered the “3 Golden Rules” for successful safety 

performance  

1. The directors and senior managers are responsible not the safety professional. 

2.  Leadership and management of the safety culture coupled with competent safety 

professionals to support the leadership team. 

3. Directors and Senior Manager must demonstrate effective safety leadership 

 

 

The branch discussed what they considered was the role of a leader in one word; - 

-  lead 

- listen  

- supportive 



- accountable 

- do 

- inspire  

- communicate 

 

John offered back; 

- promote 

- motivate 

- question 

- monitor  

- measure 

- involve  

- participate 

- involve  

- demonstrate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk issues were the next theme on the discussion. 

 

Imported risk issues; 

- legal 

- design 

- goods 

- employees 

- technology 

- financial  

- contractors  

 

With all of these risks, we have to manage the . Managed right they can become an asset! 

 

Exported risk 

- brand 

- public confidence 

- cost 

- diversion of management time 

- technology failure 

- prosecution 

 

A series of questions were then asked to get the branch thinking. 

 

“Do leaders need to be popular?” No! - but "respected" is important. 

 

“Do leaders need to have integrity?” Yes, 

 

“Do leaders need to have power?” ....if they do, then they must be sure to use it wisely. 

 



Can a director or senior manager influence health and safety? 

"If you lead someone, you will likely influence them" 

 

John quoted one of his favourite quotes regarding Leadership "a man who wants to lead the 

orchestra must turn his back on the crowd" - it's important what they do with their power. 

 

Leadership topics 

- opportunities to be seen "do a walk round and speak to your people" 

- policy and systems documents  

- competence  

- commercial decisions - before we take that party on did we do all the stages  

- emergency planning  

- safety in design 

- risk assessments and quality data 

- measure performance  

- routine reports 

- near miss and accident reports - what did we learn 

 

 

Important we find and mind the gap 

- managers need to know bad news and the good news – that’s the role of the safety 

professional. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Speaker two; 

Nigel Donohue (Chief Executive Officer of WATA) 

 

Nigel gave a detailed presentation about the offerings of WATA, and how they differ to 

colleges and other training centres. 

 

Nigel proudly talked about WATA ability to give the employer people with the skills they 

require to make their business profitable and went on to demonstrate this through the “real 

life” workplaces on site, including; 

 

 Engineering/Manufacturing facilities 

 Composites 

 Scaffolding 

 Constructon 

 Highways and Plant Academy 

  

The academy has invested £450,000 and now has sponsorship from companies such as JCB 

on modern plant equipment, offering delegates opportunity to use the most up to date 

equipment. 

 

For further information, please contact Mr Nigel Donohue directly. 

 

Nigel Donohue  

Chief Executive Officer of WATA 

01480 435544 

nigel.donohue@wata.co.uk 
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